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VES9139J Price: 585,000€ 

Country House

Guadalest

3 Bedrooms

3 Bathrooms

237m² Build Size

5759m² Plot Size

Villa with large plot in natureCountry house with a large flat plot where the views merge
between the Guadalest Castle and the impressive mountain views.This location in the
surroundings of the center of Guadalest gives you the privacy you need to disconnect and
come to rest but being in the in less than 2 minutes with the car from the center and the
incredible well known Pantano.On the large flat plot you can find a lovely garden with fruit
trees and a private asfalted long road to the main property.The villa is built with the best
materials and the large walls offer good isolation for summer and winter.On the ground floor
there is an incred...
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ble living room divided into 2 parts of total 60m2 where there is a fireplace from the year 1650.On the other side of

the ground floor there is a nice library and an extra space where you can use it as office or extra room.The kitchen

maintains the rustic character and is finished with thick, polished black granite that gives a nice contrast with the

massive wooden doors.On the first floor there are 3 bedrooms each with its own bathroom en suite and all of them

the work blade finished in granite.From the windows of the rooms you have views of the castle of Guadalest and

the mountains.Outside there is a guest house with its own kitchen and bathroom separate from the main house.Are

you interested in this property?
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